Abstract. This article discusses a machine sorting problem in Management Information System. We take course selection system as an example. Teachers browse the courses and apply for the courses on the web. According to machine sorting results, the system determines a list of teachers to teach the course. Among the design of course selection system, sorting is the most important content. Currently, the sorting process only takes into account four factors: teachers' professional titles, evaluation score, whether teachers have taught the course or not, needs of teachers. We choose linear regression model from historical data as our sorting formula. The sorting formula is applied for the design of course selection system. Machine sorting makes course arrangement more optimal, objective, fair, efficient, and economical. This WEB-based course selection system possesses a value of application and can be extended to the design and implementation of similar systems.
Introduction
There exists a management style in college which can be summarized as the following three aspects: teachers choose courses, teachers compete for courses, and students choose teachers. Specifically, every teacher arbitrarily selects courses according to their own characteristics firstly. Second, if there are multiple teachers select a course simultaneously, teachers need to be sorted [1] . Third, teachers teach courses for trial. Students are free to choose courses from different teachers, and then select one teacher as lecturer [2] .
Following these rules and regulations, colleges and universities effectively prevent a teacher teaching in one or more courses repeatedly [3] . This ensures that teachers must constantly improve their teaching and researching level. Teachers can also update their courses according to their new fields of research [4] . This paper proposes a sorting method to design course selection system. According to the professional training programs, administrators enter all courses information includes member information, course information and evaluation score into the system [5] . Machine will choose a list of teachers as lecturers. The sorting formula is discussed in next section.
Sorting Formula
According to teachers' evaluation score and other information, we collect 77 samples and obtain the following teachers' information table. We study the influence factors of the course score. Taking into account the availability of data and the convenience of the research, we believe that the main influence factors of the "course score" are "teachers' professional titles", "evaluation score", "whether teachers have taught the course or not" [6] . In Fact, The higher the teachers' professional titles, the higher the score is. The higher the evaluation score, the higher the course score is. So, we think that the explanatory variables should be "teachers' professional titles", "evaluation score", and "whether teachers have taught the course or not ".
We choose the following linear regression model as sorting formula in our course selection system:
(1) Where y is the course score, 1 x is the evaluation score, 2 x is teachers' professional titles title, 3 x is " whether the teacher has taught the course or not", and  is random error.
Using Eviews software to do the least squares regression, we get the following Eviews running results table: (2) shows that under the assumption that all other variables constant premise, 1 level increasing of teachers' professional titles, teacher has ever taught the course, and 1 point increasing of evaluation score will lead to 44.01442, 5.160848, and16.36305 increasing of course score, respectively.
Moreover, statistical test in Table 2 shows that the model is very good to fit the sample.
System Design
System is based on Java Web SSH framework. With the increasing of data and functions, SSH framework speeds up the development process [7, 8] .
The system focuses on three users: System administrators, teaching management workers, and regular teachers. Regular teachers can use the system to browse course information, apply for one or more courses, and view the results of course selection. Teaching management workers can perform the sorting by sorting formula. Basic functions of the system are as follows:
(1) Course information management: It includes adding, deleting, viewing, editing, and publishing new courses.
(2) Teacher information management: System administrators can add, delete, and manage regular members' accounts.
(3) Evaluation score management: It includes adding, deleting, viewing, and editing teachers' evaluation scores. Data are obtained from a teaching evaluation subsystem.
(4) Course management: Teachers can log in, browse the courses, and select one or more courses. Before the deadline, teachers can modify or cancel their selections at any time.
(5) Educational notification management: Teaching management workers can make announcements through the system. This is a general article management system that supports online modification [9] .
In Microsoft SQL Server 2008R2 database, course and course selection tables are defined in the following: Table 4 is calculated by the sorting formula Eq.2. Class "RecordAction.java" implements sorting. Part of the code is in the following: "record.setScore(-521+44*Float.parseFloat(record.getStarted().toString())+16*Float.parseFloat(me mber.getMemberlevel().getId().toString())+5*record.getEvaluation().floatValue());".
We choose Java language to development this project. Sequence diagram shows the interaction among objects [10] . The modify personal message sequence diagram figure is in the following: 
Conclusions
The main work of this paper is that we introduce a sorting formula in design of college course selection system. Currently, the sorting process only takes into account four factors: teachers' professional titles, evaluation score, whether teachers have taught the course or not, needs of teachers. The system will automatically select the lists of lectures. A limitation of this design is that factors considered in sorting formula are only four. In the future, other factors can be added to the sorting formula. For example, ages of teachers, educational backgrounds of teachers, and so on.
